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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Circle the word that has the same meaning. 
 
 
1. correct in all details; exact 

careless accurate mistaken general 

2. personal belongings packed in suitcases for traveling; luggage 

bill check note baggage 

3. prevent someone from giving full attention to something 

distract anger upset calm 

4. unable to rest or relax as a result of anxiety or boredom 

collected composed restless quiet 

5. very fine in texture or structure; of intricate workmanship or quality 

firm strong delicate healthy 

6. strange or odd; unusual 

peculiar normal vague ordinary 

7. cause a person or animal to feel sudden shock or alarm 

calm reassure composed startle 

8. a short journey undertaken in order to deliver or collect something 

errand charge visit role 

9. a group of musicians who play different instruments and perform together. 

orchestra expensive orchid exceptional 

10. to bring together 

pleasure cello simple unify 
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Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Answers: 
 
 
1. correct in all details; exact 

careless accurate mistaken general 

2. personal belongings packed in suitcases for traveling; luggage 

bill check note baggage 

3. prevent someone from giving full attention to something 

distract anger upset calm 

4. unable to rest or relax as a result of anxiety or boredom 

collected composed restless quiet 

5. very fine in texture or structure; of intricate workmanship or quality 

firm strong delicate healthy 

6. strange or odd; unusual 

peculiar normal vague ordinary 

7. cause a person or animal to feel sudden shock or alarm 

calm reassure composed startle 

8. a short journey undertaken in order to deliver or collect something 

errand charge visit role 

9. a group of musicians who play different instruments and perform together. 

orchestra expensive orchid exceptional 

10. to bring together 

pleasure cello simple unify 


